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RESUM
Es descriu l'aproximació de Capes Atbmiques dins de la teoria de la Semblansa Molecular
Quantica. Partint només de dades tebriques, s'ha trobat una relació entre estructura molecular
i activitat biolbgica per a diversos conjunts de mol~?cules.Es descriuen els aspectes tebrics de
la Semblansa Molecular Quantica i alguns exemples d'aplicació.

RESUMEN
Se describe la aproximación de Capas Atómicas dentro de la teoria de la Semejanza Molecular Cuántica. A partir sólo de datos teóricos, se ha encontrado una relación entre la estructura
molecular y la actividad biológica para varios conjuntos de moltculas. Se describen tanto 10s
aspectos teóricos de la Semejanza Molecular Cuántica como algunos ejemplos de aplicación.
ABSTRACT
The Atomic Shell (AS) approach of QMSM theory is described and employed over some
molecular sets. Molecular structure-biological activity relationships are found using only theoretical data. Both aspects of QMSM framework are described: the theoretical one and some
application examples.
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INTRODUCTION
QMSM definition and interpretation can be found in severa1previous papers [I].
As a consequence of the Quantum Mechanical Postulates, all the information which
can be extracted from a molecular system is contained, to some degree, in the molecular density function. Thus, if two nth order density functions for two systems A
and B are known, T,'")(r,)and T,")(r2),using a positive definite operator, a QMSM
between the quantum systemsA and B can be defined as the integral:

And these integrals can be used to extract information from the set of studied
molecules.
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ATOMIC SHELL (AS) APPROACH
Most molecules with biological activity have a large number of atoms. Moreover, the studied molecular sets can have also a large cardinal. This makes impossible for the moment to make systematic ab-initio Similarity Calculations, due to the
high computational cost. In the present paper QMSM have been obtained under an
Atomic Shell approach [ld,e,fl. The first-order density function, under this kind of
AS approach, transforms into the expression:

1

~
~

where the following definition holds:

and the sum in the equation (2) is performed over all the atomic shells of the molecule. Within the simplest choice only one shell is assumed per atom: QI is the gross
atomic population of the Zth atom and 6,(r) is a ns-STO function centered at the Ah
atom. Applying this approximation into equation (1) one can obtain the following
first-order QMSM:

Four different operators are normally used, giving four kinds of QMSM. These
are:
a) Overlap-like QMSM. Using a Dirac Delta function 6(r, - r2)instead of the operator Q in equation (4), the following expression is reached:

where
(II :JJ) = S 1 nS1(r)

l2 In'SJ (r) I2dr

(6)

b) Cioslowski-McWeeny-like QMSM. Applying the AS approach to the QMSM
defined by Cioslowski [2] and McWeeny 131, the following expression for the non
diagonal term of the density matrix is obtained:

-7

P1'(r1,r2)

R, (rIjr2),

where
RI (r,, r2) = Q, @,
(r,) 4, (r2)
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one can define the following approximate Similarity Measure:

where S, is the overlap matrix element related to the functions I and J of the molecules A and B, respectively:

S,

= S [nS1(r)]
[n'SJ(r)]
dr

(10)

c) Coulomb-likeQMSM.Using equation (4)with the Coulomb operator, then:

where

(111 JJ)=SS InS1(rl)lZ
IrI- r21-11n'~J(r2)lzdrldr2

(12)

d) Triple Density QMSM.In equation (4)the positive definite operator S2 is substituted by another first order density function I','"(r), giving:

where

(II K I J)= S JnS1(r)121n'SK(r)121n"SJ(r)lzdr

(14)

A Cioslowski-McWeeny-like
Similarity Measure can be also defined into the
Triple Density framework in this way:

SIMILARITY MEASURES OPTIMIZATION
When a QMSM between two or three molecules has to be computed, it is not
sufficient a single calculation: a search of the relative position of the molecules with
maximal QMSM is needed. The strategy used to get the optima1 similarity value is
to have a molecule fixed and rotate and translate the other(s) unti1 a maxim QMSM
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value is obtained. When the measure is sought between two molecules, there are six
variables to search: three rotations and three translations, but when Triple Density
Measures are computed there are twelve variables. Due to the high number of maximums appearing in the QMSM surface, optimization is the costly part of the computation.
The best optimization strategy has been found to be made using two search
techniques at the same time. All the computations in the present paper have been
performed within a united Monte Carlo - Simplex methodology [4]. The Monte
Carlo method explores the Similarity surface and every promising zone on this surface can then be scanned via the Simplex method.

SIMILARITY INDICES
There are various possible manipulations of QMSM. Arnong all these possibilities [lf,lg], one can choose two classical ones. From the matrix elements of the
optima1 similarity Zm, the Carbó index R,, [la] is given by:

and the euclidean distance D, can be easily computed as:

VISUALIZATION AND INTERPRETATION OF SIMILARITY DATA
From QMSM analysis, some trends can be put into evidence in order to classify
the molecular set. All the numerical manipulations within this step are totally independent on the way the QMSM has been computed.
The method used [I] is based in the consideration that, for any set of N molecules, every one of them can be represented by a N-dimensional vector: a column vector of the QMSM matrix. The vector components are the similarities of a given
s
that everv molecule can be
molecule with the N molecules in the set. ~ h i means
represented as a point in the N-dimensional space, a Point-Molecule. The closer two
Point-Molecules are, more similar will be the molecules they represent. A set of
Point-Molecules is a Molecular Cloud.
There are many ways to extract information from the QMSM. One of the possibilities is the utilization of graph-algorithms, which use the distances between the
molecules to make connections between them. The distances can be those of the Distance Index Matrix or the distances computed between the Point-Molecules. The distance normally used is an euclidian one,but any kind of distance could be used. Two
kinds of graphs are currently considered [S]:
- Kruskal Tree: A minimal set of connections is made between the Point-Molecules, with the only restriction that all the points must be connected through the same
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graph without cycles, trying to minimize the total length of the tree formed. This is
also known as a Minimal Spanning Tree [lc].
- Nearest Neighbour Graph: Every point is connected with those nearest to it,
keeping a minimum and maximum of connections for each point. This method
allows the formations of cycles, and even clusters, that is, graphs not connected between them. The algorithm has been designed by us.
The next possibility is to make a projection of the Molecular Cloud from the original N-dimensional space to any subspace having dimension M < N. One can apply
the Mendeleev Principle [6], that is, performing different projections, an ordering of
the molecules can be achieved for any property. Then, if a projection is found such
that it can classify a set of molecules with known property values into groups, one
can expect that molecules with unknown property values will be spatially located in
such a way that they will be associated to any of the groups of known molecules. In
that way, a prediction of the property for these unknown molecules could be done, if
not quantitatively, at least qualitatively.

MOLSIMIL AND ND-CLOUD PROGRAMS
A set of programs was developed in order to test the previous concepts. Both of
them are coded in Fortran and can be used in an interactive way through a pull-down
menu system. Both programs were compiled with NDP-486 Fortran Compiler [7] and
the S-GKS graphical Library [8], and run in a PC environment, although they are
being adapted to run on IBM16000 RISC machines and Silicon Graphics Systems.
Previous versions of MOLSIMIL [9] and TRIDENT [10] programs were updated
and merged into a single code: MOLSIMIL '95. This program is used to compute
QMSM for any set of molecules. In order to perform fast QMSM calculations, specially in the optimization steps, overlap-likemeasures can be computed using a Is-GT0
functions centered in each atom. ns-STO functions can be used in order to get more
accurate results for any of the operators previously described (overlap, CioslowskiMcWeeny or Coulomb). For the Coulomb operator, the Ohno 1121 or Mataga [ l l ]
approximations can be used to perform fast optimizations, and then exact Coulomb integrals employed.
The program ND-CLOUD can read QMSM obtained by means of MOLSIMIL
'95 code. Then, the Point-Molecules are defined and the Molecular Cloud can be
projected in any plane and rotated through any axis to find the best ordering for the
studied set of molecules and properties. This process has been made user transparent
through a subroutine that tries to group the molecules with similar property values
[13]. Kruskal Tree and various kinds of Nearest Neighbour Graph can be generated
and graphically visualized.
Some examples of successful classifications achieved using ND-CLOUD code
are described below.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

a. Similarity between the atoms of a molecule
In this example, QMSM were computed not for sets of molecules but for atoms
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belonging to a molecule. The geometry of all the molecules was fully optimized
with AMPAC [14] program, using AMI methodology [IS]. STO overlap-like
QMSM were computed between pairs of atoms, keeping them fixed in their positions according to the AMI geometry. Thus, the QMSM will depend not only on
the kind of atoms involved, but also on the distance between them. In this way, the
proximity between Point-Molecules will be related to the interatomic distances,
which is, in fact, the property studied in this case. QMSM were computed in this
way for all the isomers of heptane and for a set of benzene derivatives. We tried,
using the graphs described before, to recover information about the atomic connectivity. In particular, a Kruskal Tree has reproduced all the bonds of heptane, and
Nearest Neighbour algorithms with 1to 3 links were able to reproduce nearly all the
atomic bonds for the benzene derivatives. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the obtained
links.

b. Benzodiazepines
This example was made of a set of 35 imidazo[l,4]benzodiazepine (I), imidazo[l,5-a]pyrrolo[2,1-c][l,4]benzodiazepinone(11) and imidazo[l,4]thienodiezopinone (111) esters [16]. The geometry of all these molecules was fully optimized with
the AMPAC program, using AMI. From AMI geometries, a first overlap-like optimized QMSM was computed using Is-GT0 functions. The optimization was then
completed using ns-STO, and overlap, Cioslowski-McWeeny and Coulomb QMSM
were finally obtained and used as ND-CLOUD input. The results presented here
correspond to the overlap QMSM.
The first proposed goa1 was the ordering of the molecules in a structure-dependent way. Structures and activities for all the molecules are given in tables 1 to 3
and figures 4 to 6. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the graphs obtained with ND-CLOUD,
which presents an ordering of the molecules based mainly on their R, substituent.
Most of the molecules with C1 as R, substituent are connected and very close in the
obtained graphics. Moreover, they appear near to the Br, I, and in some cases F, R,
substituted molecules. The H R, substituted molecules also form a clear group. The
same happens for the molecules with N, and NO, R, groups. A grouping following
the base structure does also appear, being the molecules 12 and 13 (structure 111)
clearly isolated from the rest, in some cases connected only between themselves.
Molecules 17, 19 and 25 (structure 11) appear also very close and interconnected.
On the other hand, the R group, being bigger, in general, than R,, seems to have
much less influence on the ordering of the Molecular Cloud. This feature can be
explained in terms of electronic density: differences between R, substituents, which
range from H to I, are greater than those between R substituents
A biological property has been also studied for the same set of molecules: the
selectivity of this compounds in front of two subtypes of the benzodiapine receptor:
the diazepam insensitive (DI) and the diazepam sensitive (DS) ones, being this
selectivity expressed as the quotient between the affinities to DI and DS. The logarithm of this selectivity was used to group the molecules, and a projection was
sought in order to reflect this appropriate grouping. This is shown in figure 10.
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c. Triazines
A set of seven Baker triazines with Dihydrofolate Reductase Inhibition (DHFR)
Activity [17] was studied. Structures and activities for these compounds are given
in figure 11 and in table 4. The molecules selected have a relatively small number
of conformational degrees of freedom, being the most important feature, in conformational terms, the dihedral angle Oas defined in figure 11. According to Hopfinger [17], active conformers are those having O = 270" Thus, the geometry of all the
molecules was optimized with AMPAC program system using A M l methodology,
freezing O at 270"nd letting a full optimization for the rest of coordinates. As in
the preceding example, after a preliminary optimization with Is-GT0 functions, an
Overlap ns-STO QMSM was computed with molecular pairs in optima1 superposition.
Using this QMSM as ND-CLOUD program input, a projection is readily achieved where the triazines are clearly ordered in the plane according to their DHFR
activity. Figure 12 shows the triazines connected by a Kruskal Tree, orders them
from lowest to highest activity. In figure 13, there are two different Nearest Neighbour Graphs. Both of them show high and low activity clusters. Compounds 3 and
4, having intermediate activity values (6.92 and 6.52), are not clearly assigned to
the same cluster in both graphs.

CONCLUSIONS
The concept of Quantum Similarity, applied to any molecular set, is a valuable
to01 to get information about the relationships between the members of the set,
using only quantum mechanical principles and geometric reasoning.
An application is readily found in the field of structure-activity relationships and
activity predictions. An Atomic Shell approach has been shown to be fast and reliable in order to work with relatively big compounds with attached pharmacological
activity. Within this framework, good classifications have been found for various
sets of atoms and molecules.
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DIIDS ratio

compound

0.6

C(CH3),

N3

c(CH3),

NCS

C(CH,),

C1

C(CH,),

H

CPM

C1

Table 1. Molecules within structure (I).
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I compound

R

DI/DS ratio

I I compound

R

DIIDS ratio

Table 2. Molecules within structure (11).

Table 3. Molecules within structure (111).

Compound

R,

R,

1

H

C1

7

C1

H

R,

DHFR Activity

C1

H

8.54

H

C1

3.43

R3

Table 4. Compounds within structure (IV).

Table 5. QMSM matrix for the Baker triazines set.
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Table 6. Carbó Index matrix for the Baker triazines set
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Figure 1 :Heptane atoms represented into a Kruskal Tree, computed over the Similarity
Distance Matrix.
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Figure 2 : 1,2-dihidroxibenzene is represented here. A Nearest Neighbour Graph, with 1
to 3 links, reproduces the atomic connectivity but for a C-C bond of the benzene cycle
open. Each H atom has been grouped into its corresponding C, being this groupping reflected in the projection. The size of the vertices represents here a third dimension.

Figure 3 : 1,3-diclorbenzene, with its atoms connected by a Kruskal Tree, computed over
the Similarity Distance Matrix. The tree coincides exactly with the connectivity, but the
benzene cycle is not closed. The result is the best possible within a Kruskal tree, which
cannot form cycles.
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Figure 4. Structure (I) for the imidazo[l,4]benzodiazepine esters.

Figure 5. Structure (11) for the imidazo[l,5-a]pyrrolo[2,1-c][l,4]benzodiazepinoneesters.
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Figure 6. Structure (111) for the imidazo[l,4]thienodiezopinone esters.
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Figure 7 : Kruskal Tree of benzodiazepines, using the Point-Molecule distances.
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Figure 8 : Nearest Neighbour Graph of benzodiazepines, using the Point-Molecule distances.
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Figure 9 :Benzodiazepines Kruskal Tree, computed using the Similarity Euclidean Distance Matrix.
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Figure 10: Projection of the benzodiazepines Molecular-Cloud into the (4,10,1) subspace.

Figure 11: Structure (IV) for the Baker triazines.
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Figure 12: Baker triazines connected using a Kruskal Tree
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Figure 13: Baker triazines connected using two different Nearest Neighbour Graphs.

